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(57) Abstract

Various structures are described to minimize tape edge creasing in a tape cartridge. Several structures prevent the flange from being
pressed by the housing of the tape cartridge into the tape pack with sufficient force to crease the edges of any exposed tape strands. Use
of various structures or alternative materials also can stiffen the flange, again reducing the likelihood of the flange deflecting into the tape
pack.
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STRUCTURE TO LI>MIT EDGE CREASING
IN A SCATTER-WOUND CARTRIDGE

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to support mechanisms for tape in a

tape cartridge, and in particular, to structures for supporting scatter-wound

tape packs.

Description 9f the Related Art

The tape in many types of tape cartridges winds into a tape pack

about the tape spool such that some portions of the tape project above or

below the main body of the tape pack. This type of winding is called

scatter-wound, as distinct from the smoother winding (with better alignment

from one piece of tape to the next) found in some cartridges using belts or

the like to assist in packing.

The tape spool in a 3480-style tape cartridge such as that shown in

European Published Patent Application 0 588 219 (Martin et al.) is free to

float within the cavity created by the base and cover. The only restraint

against such motion is the low restraining force of a spring biasing a brake

into engagement with the spool. However, during shipping and handling

the inertia of the tape pack can easily overcome the force of the brake

spring, causing the tape spool to contact the inner walls of the cavity. This

contact can force the spool flanges to deflect into the tape pack, thereby

creasing the edges of any tape strand which protrudes from the pack.

Creases in the tape can result in high error counts on the edge tracks of

the tape and the like. Even fairly routine shipping and handling of the

cartridge can develop this problem.

This problem is usually most significant for the upper flange

because the spool normally is biased toward the bottom of the cartridge
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housing. This means that it already is resting flat against the bottom, so

any forces tend to be evenly distributed over the entire lower flange. Thus,

the lower flange is not likely to be significantly bent or distorted if the

cartridge is struck on the bottom. In contrast, the gap between the top of

the spool and the cover allows the spool to be thrown against the cover,

and, in particular, to be thrown against the cover at varying angles. This

means that the outer diameter of the flange may be the only part of the

spool contacting the cover. Since the flange is a cantilever beam, a force

applied only to the outer diameter deflects the flange much more than a

force applied to the inner diameter or the entire flange. This deflection

causes the flange to press against the tape pack, potentially creasing the

edge of any tape strand(s) projecting above the main body of the tape

pack.

Efforts have been made to limit the amount of tape which can

protrude from the tape pack by tightly controlling the spacing and taper of

the spool flanges. The effectiveness of this approach has been limited by

the molding and assembly tolerances encountered during manufacture of

the spool and assembly of the drive. As a consequence of this, some past

spool designs allow tapes to become creased within the recording part of

the tape, thus resulting in high error counts.

Summam of the Invention

The present invention significantly reduces creasing by modifying

the tape spool or cover to limit contact between the flange and the

cartridge cover. A ring or ridge of material is added to the upper surface of

the flange near its inner diameter. If the cartridge is bumped, causing the

spool move toward the cover, this ring will define the primary line of

contact of the spool with the inner surface of the cover. Preferably, the

height of the ring is such that only the ring will contact the cover. However,

it is acceptable for the very outer diameter of the flange to also contact,
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provided the geometry is such that the outer diameter is not significantly

deflected by the contact. As a result, the inner surface of the flange will

not be deflected into the tape pack.

The ring or ridge preferably is placed close to the inner diameter of

the flange. This provides the maximum transfer of force directly to the

spool hub, with the minimum deflection of the flange.

Alternatively, a ring or ridge of material can be added to the cover of

the tape cartridge instead of or in addition to the ring on the flange.

According to another embodiment of the invention, the upper flange

is made stiffer to resist deflection into the tape pack. One method is to

make the flange out of a material with a higher flexural modulus, such as

glass reinforced material. Another method is to provide the flange with

radial ribs which resist deflection.

As will be apparent, these various embodiments are not mutually

exclusive, and can be combined as desired to achieve the desired effect,

which is preventing the flange from creasing the tape edges projecting

from the main body of the tape pack.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a partial cross-section of a cartridge according to a first

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 2 is a partial cross-section of a cartridge according to a second

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 is a partial cross-section of a cartridge according to a third

embodiment of the invention.

Detailed Descrigtion of the Preferred Embodiments

Fig. 1 depicts a cartridge 10 with a cover 12 and a base 14 defining

a cavity 15 therebetween in which a tape spool 16 is rotatably mounted. A

brake 18 also is positioned in the cavity 15 and is biased by a brake spring
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